REFERENCE:
MECHANICAL COMMITTEE OF THE
STANDARD COUPLER MANUFACTURERS
E, E/F & F COUPLER RECONDITIONED ACCEPTANCE
LOCK THICKNESS GAGE LOCK TYPE F41, F45
DRAWING 49360 REV B
GAGE NUMBER 49367-1

GO

Material:
Stainless Steel
Thickness: 3/16"
Hardened

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.

GAGE NO. 49367-1
E, E/F & F COUPLER RECOND. ACCEPT. LOCK THICKNESS GAGE

SIZE    Job#    DWG NO.    Disk    REV A
A        A       W738       ENG     DJD 04/27/2007

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED FOR RECERTIFICATION RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .015"